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Abstract 
According to T. S. Eliot, the third voice of poetry is that of the poet "inventing 
speech in which imaginary characters address each other." Eliot also calls it "a dra­
matic voice." Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats is, however, not a play. The cats 
are not dramatic characters: they don't address each other. When Old Possum intro­
duces each cat through verse, he even reveals the inner life or the secret history of the 
cat. It is because the verse is so particular to the cat that we sense the verse is part of 
its character. Indeed, Possum, speaking in as many types of verse as the cats, makes 
their characters apparent or audible. His cats are not dramatic characters just yet, 
but they are fully characterised through verse as if they were in a play. Cat Morgan 
significantly begins to speak up at the end of Old Possum's Book. Besides, the cats 
have been successfully made into a musical play. That means that they are almost 
dramatic characters, though not yet given a dramatic voice. 
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